Mouse cardiac surgery: comprehensive techniques for the generation of mouse models of human diseases and their application for genomic studies.
Mouse models mimicking human diseases are important tools in trying to understand the underlying mechanisms of many disease states. Several surgical models have been described that mimic human myocardial infarction (MI) and pressure-overload-induced cardiac hypertrophy. However, there are very few detailed descriptions for performing these surgical techniques in mice. Consequently, the number of laboratories that are proficient in performing cardiac surgical procedures in mice has been limited. Microarray technologies measure the expression of thousands of genes simultaneously, allowing for the identification of genes and pathways that may potentially be involved in the disease process. The statistical analysis of microarray experiments is highly influenced by the amount of variability in the experiment. To keep the number of required independent biological replicates and the associated costs of the study to a minimum, it is critical to minimize experimental variability by optimizing the surgical procedures. The aim of this publication was to provide a detailed description of techniques required to perform mouse cardiac surgery, such that these models can be utilized for genomic studies. A description of three major surgical procedures has been provided: 1) aortic constriction, 2) pulmonary artery banding, 3) MI (including ischemia-reperfusion). Emphasis has been placed on technical procedures with the inclusion of thorough descriptions of all equipment and devices employed in surgery, as well as the application of such techniques for expression profiling studies. The cardiac surgical techniques described have been, and will continue to be, important for elucidating the molecular mechanisms of cardiac hypertrophy and failure with high-throughput technology.